
Class Descriptions 
February 20 – 21, 2015 

 
Membership 101 
This class will offer skills on how to make the most of your membership!  How do you meet new 
members, what types of communication strategies work to get folks to meetings?  Is your local a 
place where people want to belong?  How do you ask members to help?  How do you get the 
uninvolved involved?  Using deep listening and reflection members will gain skills to get your 
membership up and running. 
 
Agency Fee (Fair Share) 
This class will discuss the upcoming decision facing the Supreme Court over summer 2015.  What 
will we face if Fair Share is struck down; how do we strategize to keep our membership strong. 
 
Community Relations  
This course will focus on understanding how to deliberately share your bargaining unit's direction 
and focus for the current bargaining cycle. We will look at examples of how the relationship and 
communication could be altered depending on your audience (members, co-workers, and the 
community in which you are working in).In small and rural communities maintaining positive 
relationships with all stakeholders is an essential process while bettering your members income 
opportunities and work environments. 
 
Mediation 
Mike Horner uses mediation techniques he learned while working in Colorado.  Those skills come 
largely from Robert Chadwick, who worked with and between First Americans to negotiate with the 
Department of Natural Resources.  This process requires that participants suspend judgments on 
what would constitute a "win".  If you are apprehensive, uncertain, uncomfortable, self-conscious, 
frustrated, inpatient for fearful, beware, you are about to learn.  Conflicts can be resolved.  Before 
they happen. While they are happening. After they happen. People have the ability to resolve their 
conflicts.  The key ingredient is the willingness of an individual or group to risk confrontation in a 
group setting.  Listening with respect to all information  creates a shared knowledge base sufficient 
to solve the problem. Resolution will result in an increased sense of community.  We never have 
time to do things right.  However, we always seem to have time to do things over and over and 
over.  If we did things right the first time, we could spend our extra time on other important 
issues.  Consensus seeking requires that we go slow to go fast. 
 
Administrative Relations 
Want a better relationship with school district administration?  Learn specific steps and strategies to 
effectively communicate with administration and create a positive working relationship.  Learn great 
strategies that will get what you want from the district. 
 
Bargaining 
The Bargaining break out session for certs will focus on a review of the WEA Bargaining Goals as 
adopted by the WEA Board.  How do small and rural locals achieve these goals? What support is 
out there to help small and rural locals be successful?  How do coordinated bargaining clusters fit 
into making small and rural locals successful? Attend this session to receive information, share 
information and ask questions!   
 


